
Function:

Account:

Safety Status:

Ergonomic Function Analysis
School bus driver all duties

Sample Bus Company

Review in process

Summary

Drive a school bus to transport students. Ensure adherence to safety rules. May assist students in boarding or exiting.

Function Summary

Category Score Legend

All Categories 1.8

Available Schedule 3.0 0 = None, 1 = Seldom, 2 = Occasional, 3 = Frequent, 4 = Constant, 5 = Extra Time

Cognitive Aptitudes 3.0 0 = None, 1 = Very Low, 2 = Low, 3 = Medium, 4 = High, 5 = Extra High

Materials Handling 0.7 0 = None, 1 = Very Light, 2 = Light, 3 = Medium, 4 = Heavy, 5 = Extra Heavy

Physical Aptitudes 2.3 0 = None, 1 = Very Low, 2 = Low, 3 = Medium, 4 = High, 5 = Extra High

Posture Tolerances 2.2 0 = None, 1 = Seldom, 2 = Occasional, 3 = Frequent, 4 = Constant, 5 = Extra Time

Safety Equipment 0.9 0 = None, 1 = Seldom, 2 = Occasional, 3 = Frequent, 4 = Constant, 5 = Extra Time

Available Schedule

Factor Demand Rating Extent Comments

Usual hours per shift Medium: 6-8 h 8.0 h Worker two split shifts per day

Usual hours per week Medium: 26-40 h 40.0 h

Cognitive Aptitudes

Factor Demand Rating Extent Comments

People interaction contacts Medium: Discusses with
gentle persuasion

Spoken communication Medium: Discusses normal
language

Materials Handling

Factor Demand Rating Extent Comments

Constant lift/carry >30x/hr None



Factor Demand Rating Extent Comments

Frequent lift/carry 13-30x/hr None

Occasional lift/carry 2-12x/hr Very light: 1-10 lb 10.0 lb Raise engine cover (10 lb), fire extinguisher (10 lb)

Seldom carry 30-36 in Very light: 1-10 lb 10.0 lb fire extinguisher (10 lb)

Seldom high lift > 54 in Very light: 1-5 lb 10.0 lb fire extinguisher (10 lb)

Seldom low lift < 30 in Very light: 1-10 lb 10.0 lb Raise engine cover (10 lb)

Seldom middle lift 30-54 in Very light: 1-10 lb 10.0 lb fire extinguisher (10 lb)

Physical Aptitudes

Factor Demand Rating Extent Comments

Ambulation agility Low: 2 to <3 mph Walks during winter conditions

Close/near vision acuity Medium: 20/70(10 font) <
20/30(5 font) Paperwork

Far/distant vision acuity High: 20/30 to < 20/20 Drives vehicle

Finger dexterity, dominant Low: Slow/below normal
pace Administers first aid

Finger dexterity, other side Low: Slow/below normal
pace Administers first aid

Keyboarding speed Very low: 1-10 wpm Logs in trip information

Posture Tolerances

Factor Demand Rating Extent Comments

Bending/stooping Occasional: 0.2 to <2.5 h Post-trip bus cleaning

Climbing ramps or stairs Seldom: < 0.2 hrs (10 min) Climbs steps to access meeting areas

Climb ladders, etc. Seldom: < 0.2 hrs (10 min) Climbs 14.5, 8. 8. and 9 in steps with rails to enter cab.

Fingering, dominant side Occasional: 0.2 to <2.5 h Bus operating controls

Fingering, other side Occasional: 0.2 to <2.5 h Bus operating controls

Foot controls, left leg None

Foot controls, right leg Constant: 5.5 to 8 hrs Operates brake and accelerator



Factor Demand Rating Extent Comments

Handling, dominant side Constant: 5.5 to 8 hrs Controls steering wheel

Handling, other side Constant: 5.5 to 8 hrs Controls steering wheel

Low work at or below knees Seldom: < 0.2 hrs (10 min) Must squat down to sitting to exit bus during emergency

Reaching forward, dominant Frequent: 2.5 to <5.5 h Turn steering wheel

Reaching forward, other side Frequent: 2.5 to <5.5 h Turn steering wheel

Reaching overhead, dominant Seldom: < 0.2 hrs (10 min) Reaches into overhead compartment

Reaching overhead, other
side Seldom: < 0.2 hrs (10 min) Reaches into overhead compartment

Sitting Constant: 5.5 to 8 hrs Sits to drive bus

Standing/walking Occasional: 0.2 to <2.5 h Pre-trip and post-trip duties

Traditional keyboarding Occasional: 0.2 to <2.5 h Enters reports to computer

Safety Equipment

Factor Demand Rating Extent Comments

Clothing protection PPE Occasional: 0.2 to <2.5 h Winter outer clothing

Eye protection PPE None

Face cover mask PPE Constant: 5.5 to 8 hrs Wears face cover for COVID-19precaution

Glove protection PPE None

Head protection PPE None

Hearing protection PPE None

Safety footwear PPE None

Work Process Description

a. Check the condition of a vehicle's tires, brakes, windshield wipers, lights, oil, fuel, water, and safety equipment. This involves walking around
vehicle and opening access compartments to perform a visual inspection, swing open the bus door (10 lb), climbing steps (14.5, 8, 8, 9 in) to enter
and exit the bus, bending over to raise the engine cover from inside the bus to chekc engine fluid level, reaching above shoulders while to open
and inspect the equipment in the cabinet above the front windshield. 
b. Transports students by climbing into the bus, maintains order among students, drives multi-passenger bus to transport students between
neighborhoods, schools, and school activities. Vehicles are equipped with automatic doors, automatic transmission, power steering, air-ride seats,
and power brakes. Mechanics adjust the exterior mirrors to drivers satisfaction while the driver is seated in the driver seat. Drivers are not trained
or expected to administer CPR, but must be knowledgeable of first aid and biohazard procedures. The student bus captain is responsible for
assisting student off the back of the bus door in an emergency. Exiting from the rear entrance involves crouching to assume a sitting position with
legs dangling from the rear exit and scooting oof to the ground (2 foot drop).  
c. Post-trip includes adding fuel to bus when needed, using spray cleaner bottle and paper towel to clean interior windows, broom sweeping the
debris from the flor using a broom (3 lb.) and waist can (up to 5 lb). Uses computer to report any bus malfunctions or necessary repairs or to
document incidents or other issues.
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Tools/Equipment Used

small fire extinguisher (10 lb), first aid kit (5 lb), broom, broom (3 lb), waistcan (5 lb), spray bottle (2 lb)

Worker Qualifications

DOT Physical exam at 2 year or more frequent intervals to re-qualify for CDL Class B passenger license.
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Driving posture Check fluids

Supporting Websites:

O*NET 53-3051.00 - Bus Drivers, School
DOT BUS DRIVER (motor trans.)

Related Jobs

School Bus Driver

Consultant: Sample Consultant Group
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